
EXTRUCOAT Company Profile 

Extruding Aluminum and 
electrostatic painting 



1 Who we are…

the founders of the company has the experience s in the 
Aluminum Industry from more that 32 years They started 
from the fabrication to the painting of aluminum and metal 
treatment with the latest technologies in the field of 
electrostatic vertical lines and wood effect. 
They did not stop here the founders followed the path of 
success with Extrucoat company, Extrucoat it is specialized in 
the extrusion of Aluminum profiles and with the addition of 
a vertical line paint the chain is now completed to achieve a 
finished product with a European quality standards. 
Our services are not limited to the Egyptian market we have 
our share of exporting painted Aluminum profiles to several 
countries in the middle east and Africa, our quality is the 
main factor in expanding our market share.
Since our main focus is quality control, we Deal with the 
finest European companies in the field of quality control in 
order to do periodic inspections on our products. We will 
continue to enhance our quality to maintain the superior 
level of customers’ satisfaction- inside and outside of Egypt-
in our production, implementing to our principal “more than 
customer’s satisfaction”.  



2 Our Vision…

Our vision is to offer Egyptian products that 
compete the European products for all our target 
markets nationally and globally. 

3 Our mission statement…

Our mission is to produce the best Aluminum 
products by consistently maintaining the highest 
quality and adjusting to our customers’ needs to 
become the pioneers of our industry nationally 
and globally. 



4 Products

The company sells all commercial and private architectural systems produced by our sister company 
or our authorized companies. Commercial systems are those that do not have intellectual property 
rights or are registered and are extruded in any extrusion company (jumbo, tango, m900, m9200, 
m940)

The private architectural systems are registered in the name of any company and have intellectual 
rights.

All these private and commercial systems are produced by the grantee of the company, where we 
adhere to the thickness, weight and dimensions of the sections according to their original design in 
the commercial catalog of each system.

1. Volcano 120 - Large sliding system 120 mm ( Vol 120, Vol 120 ANOX ).

2. Volcano 70 - small sliding system 70 mm (Vol 70, Vol 70 ANOX ) .

3. Volcano 44 - 44 mm hinged system.

4. Volcano Slim Anox – sliding panorama view 

4. Volcano 55 - Heavy duty 2mm hinged system.

5. Volcano Thermal Break Hinged System ( TV 400 ) .

6. Volcano Thermal Break sliding system ( TV 200, TV 200 ANOX ) .

6. Volcano MH façade system for the economic solutions. 

9. Volcano Handrail – handrail systems 

8. We are agents and authorized manufacture for:

SMART façade systems (Authorized solitary agent).

• Volcano system is a firm, durable, and enduring profile which is characterized by its various shapes, 
sizes and competitive prices.

• THERMAL BREAK is unique for its total isolation from heat, sound and dust; it is totally 
impermeable.  Moreover; Thermal break reduces energy consumption by 30%. Additionally, THERMAL 
BREAK provides you with the opportunity of having a window with external color different from its 
internal color.



5 Our Services…

Extrusion:

Our extrusion plant has the latest technologies for producing aluminum profiles with 
the European standards in the field, we extrude 7000 tony annually extendible to be 
25,000 tons with complete project completion 

Painting:

With a 100 tons daily painting capacity we have the biggest market share in Egypt, 
we offer the painting service and painted aluminum stock from all the windows and 
kitchens systems.

Technical support: 

we have an experienced stuff for all the technical support in studding the projects 
and give all the technical support needed, making a coast analysis and shop 
drawings.



We offer our clients a huge variety of colors starting with ordinary colors to Wood-effect colors and our new 
3D series colors. Since quality is our slogan we are Qualicoat and Qualideco certified. These certifications 
qualify our products to enter the European markets. Therefore, we have superior quality laboratories that 
enable us to test our raw materials before using them and also testing our products around the clock, which 
give us the opportunity of offering our clients a guarantee on any product and to any project, the guarantee 
starts from 10 years and reaches 35 years depending on the color.

Powders for architectural coatings fall into three basic classes:

Class 1: standard coating with Dawlia guarantee 10 years

Class 2: super durable coating with Dawlia guarantee 25 years

Class 3: Hyper durable coating with Dawlia guarantee 30 years
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